Abstract: The ability to detect changes in the environment is necessary for appropriate interactions with the external world. Changes in the background go more unnoticed than foreground changes, possibly because attention prioritizes processing of foreground/near stimuli. Here, we investigated the detectability of foreground and background changes within natural scenes and the influence of stereoscopic depth cues on this. Using a flicker paradigm, we alternated a pair of images that were exactly same or differed for one single element (i.e., a color change of one object in the scene). The participants were asked to find the change that occurred either in a foreground or background object, while viewing the stimuli either with binocular and monocular cues (bmC) or monocular cues only (mC). The behavioral results showed faster and more accurate detections for foreground changes and overall better performance in bmC than mC conditions. The imaging results highlighted the involvement of fronto-parietal attention controlling networks during active search and target detection. These attention networks did not show any differential effect as function of the presence/absence of the binocular cues, or the detection of foreground/background changes. By contrast, the lateral occipital cortex showed greater activation for detections in foreground compared to background, while area V3A showed a main effect of bmC vs. mC, specifically during search. These findings indicate that visual search with binocular cues does not impose any specific requirement on attention-controlling fronto-parietal networks, while the enhanced detection of front/near objects in the bmC condition reflects bottom-up sensory processes in visual cortex. Hum Brain Mapp 36:2231-2247, 2015. 
INTRODUCTION
In everyday life, we can detect and recognize objects embedded within complex scenes that contain many elements competing for processing resources. The ability to detect changes within such complex environments is important to guide behavior in natural dynamic environments. Many factors contribute to the selection and detection processes, including the location of the change in depth. Changes occurring near to the organism should be registered and processed with a higher level of priority, compared with events occurring at far distances [Ozkan and Braunstein, 2010 , see also Pomplun et al., 2013] . Experimentally, the ability to detect changes has been investigated using the flicker paradigm [Rensink, 2002; Rensink et al., 1997] . In this paradigm, two pictures are presented in alternation with a blank image briefly presented between them. The pictures are identical, but for one change that is the target of the detection task. The visual disruption associated with the presentation of the intervening blank image reduces the ability to detect the difference between the two pictures (i.e., change blindness). However, when attention is focused on the target-e.g., by informing the participant about the target location-the change can be easily detected [Cavanaugh et al., 2004; Rensink, 2002 see also Lathrop et al., 2011; Seegmiller et al., 2011] .
Here we used the flickering paradigm to investigate behavioral and neuro-physiological correlates of the allocation of visuo-spatial attention in complex three-dimensional (3D) environments. Previous studies using simple visual stimuli showed that changes in the foreground are more detectable than those in the background, even if the changes in the background are larger than those in the foreground [Mazza et al., 2005; Turatto et al., 2002] . This is consistent with the notion that foreground (nearer) locations receive higher processing priority, possibly via enhanced allocation of spatial attention there compared to background objects [Ozkan and Braunstein, 2010 , see also Pomplun et al. 2013] .
In these previous studies, the foreground/background position of the target was rendered using monocular cues only, i.e., texture and perspective. This leads to the question of whether binocular depth signals would further modulate change detection at front/back locations. A few studies that investigated the role of binocular cues in visual search revealed that these cue can make visual search in 3D space more efficient [Nakayama and Silverman, 1986 ; see also Finlayson et al., 2013] . Binocular signals can be used to segregate objects in 3D visual space [Chau and Yeh, 1995] , making the allocation of attention more efficient and facilitating the detection of the search targets. However, the question remains of whether such enhanced foreground-background segregation also results in facilitated change detection. Thus, here we crossed the factors of target-position (foreground/background) and viewingcondition (bmC/mC: binocular and monocular depth cues vs. monocular cues only) asking whether these would interact with each other or would jointly contribute to task performance, but via separate mechanisms.
From the neuroimaging perspective, visual search has been studied extensively, but typically using visual displays with simple items (e.g., bars, letters, and faces) and without any depth cues. Overall these studies associated serial/inefficient visual search with the activation of the dorsal fronto-parietal attention network that includes the superior parietal lobule, the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the frontal eye fields (FEF) [Corbetta and Shulman, 1998; Fairhall and Macaluso, 2009; Shulman et al., 2003 Shulman et al., , 2007 . By contrast, the detection of behaviorally relevant targets has been associated with the activation of a ventral frontoparietal system that includes the inferior parietal lobule (angular gyrus [AG] , supramarginal gyrus [SMG] ) and the inferior frontal gyrus [Linden et al., 1999; Shulman et al., 2007 Shulman et al., , 2009 ; see also Corbetta et al., 2008] . These areas are also involved in attention reorienting in depth, when binocular cues are available (close-to-far or far-to-close, in 3D space [Chen et al., 2012] ). Accordingly, it can be hypothesized that change detection in complex 3D space may further tax on these fronto-parietal networks. This would demonstrate that these networks can make use of disparity signals for the control of visuo-spatial attention.
Alternatively, disparity signals may contribute to the processing of complex scenes primarily via modulation of activity in occipital visual cortex. Change detection tasks, without any disparity cue, have consistently highlighted the role of the visual areas that represent the targetdefining feature. Beck et al. [2001] reported activation of the fusiform gyrus for face-changes versus a more medial and anterior region for place-changes. The lateral occipital complex (LOC) has been associated with the detection of object repetitions [Schwarzkopf et al., 2010] , while change detection of landmark buildings was associated with the activity of single neurons in human parahippocampal gyrus [Reddy et al., 2006] . If depth cues affect processing of foreground/background objects via modulation of sensory representations, it can be hypothesized that performing a change detection task in 3D space will involve occipital regions processing the binocular cues (e.g., V3A [Brouwer et al. 2005; Neri et al., 2004; Tsao et al., 2003] ) and/or regions involved in object representation (e.g., LOC [Grill-Spector, 2003; GrillSpector et al., 1999; Malach et al., 1995] ). Moreover, binocular cues may influence brain activity during search, i.e., when these cues can help selecting objects for attention focusing (e.g., via object-background segmentation [Cottereau et al., 2011]) , and/or brain activity associated with change-detection, when the participant becomes aware of the target position in 3D space. Accordingly, in this functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study we asked participants to detect color changes of objects placed within natural scenes that were presented either with binocular and monocular cues (bmC) or with monocular cues only (mC). The target object was selected either in the foreground or in the background. Behaviorally, we expected faster and more accurate performance for "front" than "back" targets [cf. Mazza et al., 2005; Ozkan and Braunstein, 2010; Turatto et al., 2002] , with a further advantage when the display also included the binocular cues [cf. Finlayson et al., 2013; Nakayama and Silverman, 1986] . The fMRI analyses separated search-related activity and detection-related activity. We expected that search, and any contribution of binocular cues to this, would primarily affect activity in the dorsal fronto-parietal attention network; while detection-related effects should engage the ventral fronto-parietal network [Shulman et al., 2007] . Detection-related activation in the ventral system may be further modulated according to the location in depth of the target object [Chen et al., 2012] . In addition, we hypothesized that target-position and viewing-condition would influence the "figure on ground" segregation of objects presented at different depths, with the presence of binocular cues further facilitating the processing of foreground objects. The latter may entail additive effects of "front" target-position (e.g., segmentation processes in LOC [Finlayson et al., 2013] ) and "bmC" viewing-condition (e.g., processing of binocular signals in V3A [Cottereau et al., 2011; Tsao et al., 2003] ), or the two factors interacting in the same brain region (e.g., LOC and/or V3A).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Twenty subjects (aged 20-31, mean 5 23.6 years, 11 females and 9 males) with no history of neurological or psychiatric illness participated in the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity with contact lenses. They reported no difficulty to perceive stereoscopic depth when viewing 3D pictures. All participants gave written informed consents prior to the experiment. The study was approved by ethical committee of Santa Lucia Foundation.
Experimental Paradigm
We used a change detection task [Beck et al., 2001; Huettel et al., 2001 ] with pictures of natural scenes. Each trial consisted in the repeated presentation of two pictures, with an interleaved blank image (Fig. 1A) . The two pictures could be either identical (i.e., target-absent) or they could differ for one single item (i.e., target-present). The target was created by changing the color of one object, either in the foreground or in the background of the scene ("front vs. back" target-condition: F vs. B). In different blocks the pictures were presented with or without stereoscopic depth cues. Given that even in the absence of any binocular cue, the monocular cues can contribute to the perception of object position in depth (e.g., occlusions, perspective, and relative size; see also discussion section), we labeled the two viewing-conditions: "bmC" vs. "mC". The task of the participants was to report the presence of the target, by pressing a button as soon as they detected the change. The analyses of the imaging data assessed the effect of target-position (F/B), viewing-condition (bmC/ mC), and any interaction between these, separately on brain activity associated with the "search" of the target and with the "detection" of the target. The experiment included a localizer fMRI scan, aiming to individually identify the disparity-selective V3A and the objectselective LOC in the occipital visual cortex.
Trial Structure and Conditions
Each trial consisted in the repeated presentation (six times) of two images, with an interleaved blank screen. On target-present trials (F/B conditions), the two images were different, while in the "same" condition (S) only the original picture was used. Each image presentation lasted for 400 ms, while the blank screen was shown for 100 ms (see also Fig. 1A) . Accordingly, the overall duration of a trial was 6 s and the sequence of alternating images and blank screens continued even if the participant detected the target and pressed the response button (i.e., the stimulus duration was fixed, irrespective of individual performance). The intertrial interval was variable between 2 and 4 s (mean 5 3 s).
The experiment included 192 trials, with the six main conditions repeated 32 times each (bmC-F, bmC-B, bmC-S; and mC-F, mC-B, and mC-S, with "S" standing for "same", i.e., target-absent trial). The stimulus set included 96 pictures (see also below), with each picture presented to the subject twice: once with binocular cues (bmC: either with F, B or S target-condition) and once without the binocular cues (mC: with a different target-condition than during the bmC presentation). The mC/bmC viewingconditions alternated every six trials in a blocked-design manner. Within each of these six-trials mini-blocks, F/B/S conditions were randomized. The use of each picture for the F/B/S conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. The 192 trials were presented in four separate fMRI runs, including 48 trials each.
Stimulus Material
We collected 96 stereoscopic images by taking pictures with a 3D camera (MHS-FS3, Sony corp.) and by downloading images from specialized websites (www.3d-fotoshop.de and www.panoramio.com). The picture set comprised 6 indoor and 90 outdoor naturalistic scenes, including people, animals, objects (e.g., statues, ships, fruits, vegetables, flowers, and vehicles), buildings, etc. All pictures were resampled to a resolution of 960 pixels width 3 540 pixels height. The target for the change detection task was created by manipulating the hue of the selected object, between 20 and 180 using Photoshop CS (Adobe Systems). In each picture we identified two objects to be used as targets: one in the foreground and one in the background. There was at least one object behind/further away from the "foreground" target objects, and at least one object nearer/in front of the selected "background" objects. Thus, note that here the definition of "foreground" and "background" targets was not related to the zero disparity plane but instead reflected to the relative position of an object with respect to the other objects in the scene (please see also below).
For each picture we computed a depth-map and further verified the relative position in depth of the two selected objects. The depth-maps were calculated using the HL-SIFT flow between left and right images [Liu and Yuen, 2011; Lowe, 1999; see also, Ogawa et al., 2013] . The raw disparity values of the foreground targets ranged between 222.1 and 30.2 pixels (mean 5 2.97, SEM 5 2.15) r Neural Basis of Change Detection in 3D Space r r 2233 r corresponding to 212 to 45.4 arcmin (mean 5 3.56, SEM 5 2.58), while the range of disparities for the background targets was between 210.0 and 37.9 pixels (mean-5 10.5, SEM 5 2.27), that is, from 226.5 to 36.2 arcmin (mean 5 12.6, SEM 5 2.72). However, it should be noted that the distance between the lenses of 3D camera was unknown for most of the pictures. Therefore, we normalized the disparity values before comparing across pictures/conditions. The normalized depth-maps included values ranging from 0 (nearest) to 21 (farthest; see also Fig. 1D ). These normalized depth-values represent the relative depth of an object within the range of depths in each picture, but not the absolute depth-position of the object or its distance from the zero-disparity plane. We formally confirmed that the "foreground" targets had a smaller relative disparity that the "background" targets using as Wilcoxon signed-rank test (z 5 3.22, P < 0.01). Indeed, except for two images where a partial occlusion of the background target-object made the results of this computational approach unreliable, the normalized depth-value of Change-detection task and behavioral results. A: Time course of a trail. Two pictures were presented sequentially (400 ms), with an interleaved blank image (100 ms). The cycle was repeated 6 times, for total trial duration of 6 s. The two pictures could differ because the color of one object was changed (see "target" in the example). In different conditions, the target object was in the foreground (F), in the background (B), or there was no change ("same" condition). The participants were asked to press a button as soon as possible when they found the change. B: Modeling of the blood-oxygen-level dependent response. Each trial was modeled using a combination of predictors (see also Table I ). The Hit trials (target-present and correct detection by the participant) were dived in a "search" phase (Search), a "response" event (Resp, i.e., target detection in analysis) and a "post-detection" phase (postDet). The Miss and CR trials included only the "search" phase. C:The response times on Hit trials. Reponses in the bmC conditions were significantly faster than in the mC conditions, and changes in the foreground were detected significantly faster than changes in the background. Error bars are standard error. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001. D: Example of the computation of the fixation depth-values for one image. The depth-map (lower panel) was computed using the algorithm of HL-SIFT flow (Lowe, 1999) and normalized to values between 0 (nearest) and 21 (farthest). The violet dots (bmC-viewing) and the yellow dots (mC-viewing) show the fixation-positions across all subjects. E: The time course of fixation depth-values. Fixation depth gradually moved from close to far both in bmC and mC conditions, indicating that the participants searched foreground/near locations first. Error bars are standard error.
r Ogawa and Macaluso r r 2234 r the foreground target was always larger than that of the background target in the same image.
Moreover, we carried out additional tests to check that there was no systematic difference in "target size" and "target eccentricity" between the objects selected as front and back targets. For each picture, we created two targetimages by computing the RGB difference between the original picture and the two modified pictures that included the targets. The target images were transformed to grayscale with an R:G:B ratio 5 0.2989:0.5879:0.1140, and the value of each pixel was normalized in the 0 to 1 range, i.e., from black to white. The images were then binarized (threshold 5 0.05) resulting in the final target-image, with pixel value 5 1 at the position of the color change (i.e., target-position) and pixel values 5 0 everywhere else. With these target-images, we estimated the target-size as the number of pixels with value 5 1; and the targeteccentricity considering the point of gravity of the target area (x 0 , y 0 ). The point of gravity was calculated as follows.
where
Bði; jÞ and B(i, j) 5 1 if (i, j) was in the target area, otherwise B(i, j) 5 0. We compared the target sizes and the target eccentricities between front (F) and back (B) conditions using paired t tests. No significant difference was found neither for target-size (t 95 5 0.107, p 5 0.91) nor for targeteccentricity (t 95 5 1.18, p 5 0.24). Accordingly, any effect of target-position (e.g., faster detection and/or greater brain activity in F vs. B or vice versa) should not reflect any trivial confound related to the choice of the pictures or of the target objects. Please note that despite these attempts to equate the targets' characteristics across conditions, there are a number of other untested aspects that may have differed. For example, previous behavioral work showed that objects in the background are perceived as being larger than foreground objects [Arnold, et al., 2008] . This may predict that changes in background would be more detectable, which is the opposite of our current results (see Fig.  1C ; and Results section, below). Nonetheless, we acknowledge that a limitation of using complex and naturalistic stimuli is that these do not allow controlling for all possible low-level aspects of the sensory input.
Stimulus Presentation and Eye-Tracking
The presentation of the stimuli and the recording of the button-presses were controlled using "psychophysics toolbox" [Brainard, 1997] running on MATLAB 7.1 (MathWorks). The visual stimuli were presented using a LCD projector (NP216G, NEC Corp.) operating at 120 Hz, which was synchronized with a linear polarizer (DepthQV R , Lightspeed Design). The stimuli were projected on a semiopaque screen positioned inside the magnet and that was viewed via a mirror system. The participants wore a MRcompatible passive 3D eyewear allowing them to view the polarized images just with the left or the right eye. This generated the stereoscopic stimuli, when different images were projected to the two eyes (i.e., in the bmC condition). Presenting the same image to both eyes generated in the mC condition. The pictures were viewed at a visual angle of 10.8 height and 19.2 width. During the fMRI experiment the eye-position was recorded using an MR-compatible eye-tracker operating at 60 Hz (ASL 5000, Applied Science Laboratories). Before scanning, calibration was performed using a grid of nine fixation points. Data were processed using in-house software (www.slneuroimaginglab.com/mt-tools). We used a saccade velocity threshold (> 60 /s) and a fixation duration threshold (>100 ms) to classify saccades and fixations in each trial. The eye-tracking data of two subjects were excluded because of low quality due to reflection artifacts (contact lens), leaving 18 subjects for the eye-position analyses.
Detection Performance and Eye-Movement Analyses
There were four types of possible behavioral responses: correct detection in target-present trials (Hit), incorrect responses in target-absent trials (False alarm), no response in target-present trials (Miss), and no response in targetabsent trials (correct rejection [CR] ). On target-absent trials the performance was at ceiling (False alarms 5 3.4%; CR 5 96.6%), thus the analyses of the behavioral responses (accuracy and reaction times) focused on the target-present trials. With these, we performed two-way repeated-measure analysis of variances (ANOVAs) assessing the effect of "mC/bmC viewing-condition" and "F/B target-position" on hit rates (performance 5 Hits / (Hits 1 Misses)) and detection times (Hit trials only).
The analyses of the eye-movement data aimed to assess whether there was any systematic relationship between the patterns of eye movements and the presence of binocular depth signals. We considered only Miss and CR trails, i.e., when the participants searched the display for the entire duration of the trial. Previous studies highlighted the tendency of participants to make saccades to the nearer objects [Ozkan and Braunstein, 2010; Pomplun et al., 2013] . For example, Pomplun et al. [2013] used a visual search task with slanted and colored geometric objects under the stereoscopic viewing. They investigated the search strategy when the targets and distractors were presented across different depths, and found that participants trended to perform the initial saccades towards objects in the closest plane. Accordingly, here we hypothesized that participants would prioritize the exploration of near/front positions compared with far/back positions, and we asked whether the mC/bmC viewing-conditions influenced this pattern of exploration. For this, we considered the depthmap associated with each picture (cf. above) and determined the depth-values at subsequent fixations (cf. Parkhurst et al., 2002 for a related approach, but using saliency-maps rather than depth-maps; see also Fig. 1E ). For each trial and each subject, we examined the first four fixations and averaged the depth-values within a 21-pixel square, separately for each fixation. For each fixation in the sequence, the depth-values were averaged across images separately in the mC and bmC conditions. The choice of four fixations' sequences ensured that these analyses included at least the data of 10 trials for each subject at each fixation in the sequence. The normalized depthvalue data were assessed using a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA, with the factors of: "fixation" (1-4) and viewing condition (mC/bmC). Please note that these tests made used of normalized depth-values (cf. above) and thus assessed relative changes "within-picture," rather than evaluating shifts of gaze between specific/absolute depth-positions.
Image Acquisition
A 3T scanner Allegra (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) equipped for echo-planar imaging (EPI) was used to acquire functional magnetic resonance images. A head-sized quadrature volume coil was used for radio frequency transmission and reception. Mild cushioning minimized head movement. Thirty-two slices of functional images were acquired using blood oxygenation level dependent imaging (192 mm 3 192 mm 3 120 mm, inplane resolution 5 64 3 64, pixel size 5 3 mm 3 3 mm, thickness 5 2.5 mm, 50% distance factor, TR 5 2.08 s, TE 5 30 ms), covering the entire cortex. We acquired 296 scans in the functional localizer (see below) and 216 scans in each of four runs of the main experiment. The first four scans in each fMRI run were discarded to ensure magnetization equilibrium.
Image Preprocessing
We used SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, University College London) on MATLAB to process the acquired images. In preprocessing, we performed slice-timing correction using the middle slice as a reference, scan-to-scan realignment, normalization to the EPI template of SPM8, resampling the images with the voxel size of 3 mm 3 3 mm 3 3 mm, and spatial smoothing (FWHM 5 8 mm). A high-pass filter of 128 s was used to remove low-frequency noise.
Modeling of the fMRI Responses
The aim of the current study was to investigate the effect of target-position (F/B) and viewing-condition (mC/bmC), plus any interaction between the two, specifically on activity associated with search and with change detection. For this, our main analyses included multiple trial phases with variable durations (see Fig. 1B ; and Models A and B in Table I ); but we also carried out an additional control analysis using fixed 6-s durations and sorting each trial into a specific experimental condition (Model C in Table I , and see below).
For the analyses including multiple trial phases, the individual blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) time series were modeled with two separate general linear models (GLM), because including of all the effects of interest (F/B 3 bmC/mC) on all phases of the trial lead to high correlations between predictors. Accordingly, one analysis focused on the detection-related activity and included four separate regressors for the detection phase (F/B 3 mC/bmC), but only two regressors for the search-related activity (mC and bmC conditions), see Model A in Table I . The second main analysis focused on search-related activity, thus now including four separate regressors for the search phase (F/B 3 mC/bmC) and two regressors for the detection-phase, see Model B.
Model A included a total of 10 predictors (cf. Table I ). Four predictors modeled the correct detections in targetpresent trials (i.e., Hits), using single events time-locked to (Fig. 1B) . For Hit trials, we considered a "search" phase that started at the stimulus onset and ended at the time of target detection (i.e., the button-press), and a "postdetection" phase that started at the button-press and lasted until the end of the stimulus presentation. In both the cases, the predictor consisted of mini-blocks with a variable, trial-specific duration that depended on the detection-time of the participant. The "search" and the "post-detection" ("postDet") phases were modeled with two regressors each, accounting for the effect of mC/bmC viewing but not of F/B target-position. The model included two additional predictors modeling the targetabsent trials (duration 5 6 s) separately for mC and bmC viewing-conditions. The Model B included 12 predictors and was conceptually similar to Model A but now focusing on search-related effects. The detection phase included only two event-related predictors corresponding to target-detections in mC and bmC conditions but pooling F and B targets. The search phase in target-present trials was modeled using four separate predictors corresponding to trials including F and B targets, presented in mC and bmC conditions (miniblocks with a duration corresponding to the actual, trial-specific duration of the search). The "postDet" phase of these trials also included four predictors given by the crossing of the F/B 3 mC/bmC conditions (duration 5 6 s minus the trialspecific duration of the search phase, see Fig. 1B) . Again, the target-absent trials were modeled separately for bmC and mC viewing-conditions (miniblocks with duration 5 6 s).
Because these multiple phases models included different trial-durations across conditions (e.g., shorter search for front-vs. back-targets, see Fig. 1C) , and did not model the target-position by viewing-condition interaction for the phase of no interest (e.g., the search phase in Model A, which was used to test detection-related effects), we carried out an additional control analysis seeking to replicate our main results but now using a single-phase fixed duration model (Model C, Table I ). The single-subject GLMs included 10 conditions corresponding to F-Hit, F-Miss, BHit, B-Miss and CR; separately for the two viewing conditions (bmC/mC). Each experimental trial was assigned to one of these conditions, and the corresponding events were modeled with a fixed duration of 6 s (i.e., the duration of the visual presentation), time-locked to the stimulus onset. We investigated search-and detection-related effects, and any influence of target-position and viewingcondition on these, by directly comparing different trialtypes (see group-level analyses below).
V3A and LOC Functional Localizer
Together with the main change detection experiment, we also performed a localizer fMRI run with the aim to identify area V3A (visual disparity) and area LOC (object recognition) on a subject-by-subject basis. The localizer consisted of blocks of bmC intact-objects (bmC-i), mC intact-objects (mC-i), and mC scrambled-objects (mC-s) that alternated every 20 s. In each block, 12 pictures were presented. Each picture was presented for 1.2 s, followed by a blank screen lasting for 0.5 s. The pictures were shot using a 3D camera (MHS-FS3, Sony co.). Each picture included a single familiar object (e.g., banana, mug, stapler, etc.). The object was put on a gray paper sheet in front of a black background. The distance between the camera and the object was approximately 50 cm, with the camera down-facing at an angle of approximately 30 . Overall, we used 72 different pictures (5 24 objects 3 3 conditions).
During the functional localizer scan, the task of the participant was to press a button as soon as possible, when the same picture was presented twice in a row (i.e., oneback task). Each block included 12 pictures, with three repeated pictures (25% of targets). There were 10 blocks for each of the three conditions (bmC-i, mC-i, and mC-s). The total duration of the functional localizer was approximately 10 min.
Group-Level Analyses of the Functional Data
Statistical inference at the group level was performed by computing contrast-images in each subject and assessing these with a set of one sample t tests and repeatedmeasures ANOVAs [Friston et al., 2002] . First, we used Model A to identify brain activity associated with search and with change detection, irrespective of F/B and mC/ bmC conditions. For each subject, we computed two contrast-images: one corresponded to the difference between the "search" minus the "post-detection" ("postDet") conditions, and one averaged the four detection conditions (see target-present column in Table I , Model A). Using two separate one sample t tests, we assessed the overall activations and deactivations associated with search ("search vs. postDet", cf. Fig. 2A,B) and the overall effect of changedetection (mean of the four "detection" conditions, Fig. 2C ).
Then we turned to the effects of F/B and mC/bmC, using Model B for the search phase and Model A for the detection phase (see above, and Table I ). Two separate repeated-measures ANOVAs included either the four search-related contrast images from Model B (F/B 3 mC/bmC), or the four corresponding contrasts for the detection-related effects from Model A. Within these ANOVAs we tested for the main effects of targetposition ("F vs. B" and vice versa), the main effects of viewing-condition ("bmC vs. mC" and vice versa) and the interactions between the two factors. All analyses above were performed at the whole brain level, using a statistical threshold of p-FWE 5 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel-level (minimum cluster size 5 4 voxels). Results of the whole brain analyses: search and detection. A: During the search phase of the trial, we found the activation in dorsal fronto-parietal regions including IPS and FEF. The signal plots show the BLOD response over the entire duration of the trial, separately for Hit, Miss, and CR trials. While in Miss and CR trials the activity remained elevated for the duration of the trial, on Hit trials the BOLD signal decreased earlier reflecting to the interruption of the search process. Note that the signal plots are presented here for illustrative purpose only. Data analyses and statistics were based on GLM models using specific predictors convolved with the hemodynamic response function (see Methods, Fig. 1B and Table I ). B: In the AG we found the opposite pattern of activity. This area deactivated during search, with an earlier return to baseline on Hit compared with Miss and CR trials. C: The detection-related brain activation (rendered in cyan) that comprised the SMG plus several other regions (see Table II ). The signal plots illustrate the time course of activity in the SMG on Hit trials, time-locked to the participant response (i.e., the change detection). The parietal region that deactivated during search (cf. panel B) is rendered together with the effect of change detection. This highlighted an anterior (SMG, in cyan) / posterior (AG, in yellow) segregation within the inferior parietal lobule. None of the regions reported in this figure showed a significant effect of target position (F/B) or viewing condition (mC/bmC).
Next, we performed more targeted analyses of activity in visual areas V3A and LOC, considering subject-specific regions of interest (ROIs). In each subject, we identified area V3A by comparing the "bmC-i > mC-i" conditions in the localizer; and area LOC by pooling activity in the two intact-object conditions and comparing these with the scramble condition (i.e., "bmC-i 1 mC-i > mC-s"). We identified peaks of individual activation within 10 mm from the corresponding group-level effect. Individual ROIs were defined as 8-mm radius spheres, and the effects of interest were extracted and averaged using MarsBaR [Brett et al., 2002] . Group-level analyses comprised t tests and ANOVAs identical to those described above for the main whole brain analyses. Significance levels were Bonferroni corrected for the number of ROIs (n 5 4; P-corr. 5 0.0125).
Finally, we sought to replicate the results obtained with the multiple-phases models, but now using a single-phase fixed-duration model. The contrast-images corresponding to the 10 conditions of Model C were entered in a repeated-measure ANOVA. To identify search-related activations, we compared "(Misses 1 CRs) > Hits": i.e., trials when the subjects searched for the entire trial duration (6 s) vs. trials when search was interrupted earlier on (i.e., when the target was detected, on average 2.7 s after stimulus-onset; cf. Fig. 1C ). To identify detection-related activation, we compared "Hits > (Misses 1 CRs)": i.e., trials when the subjects detected the target vs. trials that did not include any detection. It should be noticed that the latter will also identify any search-related "deactivation" (please, see also discussion section). As for the main analyses with multiple trial phases, we investigated the main effects of viewing-condition (bmC/mC) and target-position (F/B), and any interaction between the two factors, examining these effects both at the whole-brain level and within the a priori defined LOC and V3A ROIs (cf. sections above).
RESULTS
Behavioral responses
The detection accuracy and the response times were assessed using two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs, with the factors of viewing-condition (mC/bmC) and targetposition (F/B). Hit rates on target-present trials (i.e., Hit vs. Miss trials) were: 67.2% (s.e.m. 5 2.1) in bmC-F; 51.2% (2.9) in bmC-B; 64.5% (1.8) in mC-F; and 48.7% (2.8) in mC-B condition. The corresponding ANOVA showed that the detection accuracy was higher in the "Front" than the "Back" condition (F 1,19 5 55.76, P < 0.001) and that participants detected more targets with bmC than with mC viewing (F 1,19 5 4.48, P < 0.05). The interaction effect was not significant. The results of the analysis of the detection times (Hit trials only) were consistent with the accuracy data: subjects were faster to detect changes in the foreground compared to changes in the background (F 1,19 5 35.0, P < 0.001; Fig. 1C ) and were faster with bmC viewing than with two-dimensional (2D) viewing (F 1,19 5 5.23, P < 0.05). Again the two factors did not interact. Thus, overall fronttargets presented in bmC viewing were detected faster and more accurately than targets in any of the other three conditions, but the factors of target-position and viewingcondition contributed to this enhanced detection performance in an independent manner (additive effects).
Next, we asked whether participants fixated near/front positions first, and whether the presence of binocular cues modulated the fixation patterns in eye movement. Figure  1E shows the average depth-values (see Methods section) plotted for subsequent fixations and separately for the bmC and mC conditions. The eye-tracking results showed that the participants did indeed look at near-objects first, and then moved progressively towards objects located further away in space (F 3,51 5 3.38, P < 0.05). However, this search behavior was not modulated by bmC/mC viewingcondition (F 1,17 5 0.23, P 5 0.64).
Whole Brain Analyses
First, we investigated brain activity associated with search by comparing the "search" phase versus the "postDet" phase of the target-present trials, averaging F/B target-position and mC/bmC viewing-conditions (see Fig.  1B and Methods section). This showed activation of the IPS and the superior frontal gyrus (SFG), plus the visual occipital cortex, the superior colliculus, the anterior insular cortex, and the medial frontal cortex ( Fig. 2A ; see also Table II ). The activation of SFG putatively included the FEF. For display purposes, we extracted the time course of the BOLD signal from of the areas belonging to the dorsal attention network (i.e., IPS and FEF). These showed that on Hit trials there was first an increase of activity that, after the detection of the target, was followed by a deactivation. The time courses on Miss trials did not include any deactivation in the late phase of the trial, consistent with sustained search for the entire duration of the trial (see signal plots in Fig. 2A ).
The reverse comparison (i.e., lower signal during "search" compared to the "postDet" part of the trial) revealed deactivation in the AG bilaterally. Analogous effects were found also in the precuneus, the superior medial gyrus, and left SFG (Fig. 2B , see also Table II ). The time course of the BOLD signal in the AG showed that, at the beginning of the trial, the activity decreased irrespectively of trial type (i.e., both in Hit and Miss trials). However, in Hit trials this deactivation turned into activation after the target detection, while activity remained low throughout the search duration in Miss trials. Accordingly, during active search there was activation of the dorsal attention-controlling network (IPS and FEF) and the deactivation in the AG. This pattern was maintained for the entire duration of the trial when the subjects failed to detect the target (i.e., Miss trials), while in Hit trials the pattern of activation/deactivation reversed after the detection of the target. Next we turned to brain activity associated with the change-detection and tested for transient activations timelocked to the subjects' response on Hit trials (see Fig. 1B and Methods section). This showed the expected activation of the left motor cortex and the right cerebellum, most likely associated with the right-hand button-press responses. In addition we found activation of the SMG, the thalamus, the medial frontal cortex, and the fusiform gyrus (Fig. 2C) . The detection-related activation of the SMG was anterior to the deactivation of the AG observed during search. In Figure 2C , the two effects are rendered on the same anatomical selection to show this partial segregation (change detection in cyan; "Search < postDet" in yellow; cf. Fig. 2B ). The signal plots in Figure 2C show the BOLD time course in the SMG time-locked to the subject's response.
Using repeated-measures ANOVAs we assessed whether the target-position (front vs. back) and/or the viewingcondition (bmC vs. mC) affected the patterns of brain activity associated with active search and with change-detection. At the whole brain level, we found only an effect of 3D vs. 2D viewing. During search, we found activation of the superior occipital gyrus, including V3A (left hemisphere: x, y, z 5 218, 293, 23, Z-value 5 5.32, cluster-size 5 35; right hemisphere, x, y, z 5 24, 284, 23, Z-value 5 5.55, clustersize 5 78; see also ROI analyses, below). Neither the dorsal fronto-parietal regions that were found to activate during search ( Fig. 2A) nor the AG and SMG in the ventral attention system (Fig. 2B,C) showed any significant effect of viewing-condition, target-position, or interactions between these two factors. Accordingly, both dorsal and ventral attention-controlling networks appeared to engage to a similar degree irrespective of the search environment (mC or bmC viewing) and the detection of changes in foreground or background.
ROI Analyses in V3A and LOC
We further investigated the effects of target-position and viewing-condition, targeting specifically visual areas processing stereoscopic cues (V3A [Brouwer et al. 2005; Neri et al., 2004; Tsao et al., 2003] ) and involved in object recognition (LOC [Grill-Spector, 2003; Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Malach et al., 1995] ). These were identified in each individual subject using a functional localizer. Figure 3A shows the localization of V3A and LOC in the both hemispheres, see also Table III . Within these ROIs, first we tested for the effect of search ("search" vs. "postDet" phase) and for any changedetection activity using one sample t tests (cf. whole brain analyses). Then we used repeated-measures ANOVAs to We found that the V3A and the LOC were activated during both search and change detection, but for the right LOC that showed a deactivation during search ( Fig. 3B; and Table IV , "t tests"). In the right V3A, the ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of bmC vs. mC viewing during search. In the left V3A the same effect was also present but did not survive correction for multiple comparisons (Fig. 3B , plots in the top raw; and Table IV , "ANOVA Search"). During change-detection, the viewingcondition and target-position did not modulate activity in area V3A (cf. Fig. 3B, plots in the second row) . By contrast, the LOC did not show any significant effect during search, but change-detection activity was larger when participants detected a change in the foreground compared with the detection of changes in the background (see Fig. 3B lower panel; and Table IV , "ANOVA Detection").
Control Analyses Modeling a Single Trial Phase
The main analyses presented above considered multiple trial-phases with variable durations (i.e., "search," "detection," "post-detection"; see Fig. 1B) . Because of this, we had to construct two different models to investigate the effects of target-position and viewing-condition on search-and detection-related activity, and we compared conditions with different durations (e.g., shorter search for front-than back-targets, cf. Fig. 1C ). Here, we sought to verify that our main results were not dependent on this specific, multiple-phases modeling approach. We recomputed all the first-level models now using a single-phase for each trial (fixed-duration 5 6 s) and compared the different trial-types in a group-level ANOVA, see Methods section.
We tested for search-related effects by comparing "Misses and CR" vs. "Hits." This confirmed the activation the left IPS and the occipital cortex (fully significant after correction for multiple comparisons, see also Supporting Information Fig. S1A ), while in left premotor cortex we found activation at an uncorrected level of significance (Punc. < 0.001, Z-value 5 3.7; x, y, z 5 257, 23, 41; also note that the cluster was located more ventrally than that observed in the main analysis). The reverse comparison ("Hits" vs. "Misses and CR") was used to identify any detection-related effect and revealed an extensive pattern of activation including both the AG and the SMG in the inferior parietal cortex (Supporting Information Fig. S1B ). Thus, unlike our main analyses with multiple phases, this single-phase approach was unable to distinguish between areas that activated when the target was detected ("Hits," in SMG; cf. Fig. 2C ) versus areas that deactivated during search (i.e., negative parameter estimates for "Misses and CR," in AG; cf. Fig. 2B,C) .
Finally, we examined the patterns of activation in V3A and LOC using this single-phase control approach. Considering the search-related effects (i.e., "Misses 1 CR vs. Hits" trials), the ROI analyses confirmed an effect of Figure 3 . The result of ROI analyses that targeted the V3A and LOC in the visual occipital cortex. A: The localization of the ROIs corresponding to the V3A and LOC are shown on the 3D brain template of MRIcron. Color-bars indicate the number of individual ROIs that overlapped in each voxel (cf. independent localizer scan). B: Parameter estimates for the search and the detection phases of the trial. During search, the V3A responded more in the bmC than mC viewing-condition. By contrast, the LOC showed a significant effect of target-position during change detection, with greater activity for the detection of foreground than background target objects. Error bars are standard error of the mean. "*": significant effects, Bonferroni corrected for the four ROIs (P < 0.0125); "1" the effect was significant (P < 0.05), but did not survive correction for multiple comparisons.
r Neural Basis of Change Detection in 3D Space r r 2241 r viewing-condition in bilateral V3A (bmC > mC; see Table  IV , and Supporting Information Fig. S2 upper panel) . The comparison designed to capture detection-related activity (i.e., "Hits vs. Misses 1 CR") revealed again an effect of target-position in the LOC (F > B), albeit now significant only in the left hemisphere (see Table IV , and Supporting Information Fig. S2 lower panel) . Thus, the results of the control analyses that used a single-phase approach and directly compared different trial-types were overall in good agreement with our main findings modeling multiple trial phases (cf. Fig. 2 and Supporting Information Fig. S1 ; and Fig. 3A and Supporting Information Fig. S2 ).
DISCUSSION
We investigated the effects of foreground/background target-position and of binocular depth cues on changedetection within naturalistic scenes. Analyses of fixation patterns revealed that the participants gave higher search priority to front/near locations and, consistent with this, they were faster to detect color changes in foreground compared with background objects. The presence of binocular cues did not affect fixation patterns and, while overall improving search performance, the viewing-condition did not interact with the effect of target-position. During search, the functional imaging results showed activation of dorsal fronto-parietal regions (IPS and FEF) and deactivation of the AG; while the SMG activated transiently upon the detection of the changes. These patterns of activation/ deactivation in dorsal and ventral attention-controlling networks were unaffected by mC/bmC viewing-condition and front/back target-position. By contrast, ROI analyses based on subject-specific localization of visual areas V3A and LOC highlighted that the V3A activated during search under stereoscopic viewing, while the LOC was associated with the detection of targets in the foreground. These findings demonstrated that target-position and binocular cues jointly contribute to search in naturalistic scenes, but do so in an additive, rather than interactive, manner via bottomup processing in separate visual areas.
The search for changes within complex scenes requires the strategic allocation of attention, particularly so in the flickering paradigm when the presentation of an interleaved blank image disrupts the bottom-up sensory representation of the change [Becker et al. 2000] . Here, we found that regions of the dorsal fronto-parietal attention control network activated during the search phase of the trial. These results are in agreement with previous imaging studies that showed the activation of this network during search using simple and stereotyped visual stimuli [e.g., Pessoa and Ungerleider, 2004; Shulman et al., 2003] . Our result also highlighted search-related activation in the superior colliculus and the anterior insula, consistent with previous studies that associated highlighted the role of these areas in with attention control Fecteau et al., 2004; Sapir et al., 1999; Talsma et al., 2010] .
However, the level of activation within these regions was unaffected by the bmC/mC viewing-condition. This seems to disagree with previous behavioral data indicating that visuo-spatial attention control takes "depth-information" into account [Marrara and Moore, 2000; Reppa et al., 2010 ; see also Kimura et al., 2009] . Moreover, using functional imaging, Chen et al. recently highlighted activation of the dorsal premotor cortex, when participants reoriented visuospatial attention between different depths rendered using stereoscopic cues [Chen et al., 2012] . This should be somewhat analogous to the shifts of spatial attention that participants here had to perform when searching for changes in the bmC condition. However, it should be noticed that in Chen's study the shifts of attention were triggered by targets shown at "invalid" locations after the presentation of predictive pre-cues. An extensive literature indicates that such "invalid" trials involve a set of complex operations, including both spatial and non-spatial processes (e.g., breaches of expectation, resetting of current attention priorities [Corbetta et al., 2008; Doricchi et al., 2010; Geng et al. 2006; Vossel et al., 2006] ). By contrast, here visual search entailed primarily endogenous/strategic control, at least before the detection of the change in Hit trials (see also below).
Also the analyses of the detection phase did not reveal any significant effect of viewing-condition or targetposition in the attention-controlling networks. When participants detected the change, we found that: (a) the SMG activated transiently; (b) activity decreased in the dorsal attention system; and (c) activity in the AG, which was found to deactivate during active search, returned to baseline. The interplay between dorsal and ventral parietal regions during search/target-detection has been previously described by Shulman et al. [2003] . The authors suggested that during active search the deactivation of AG reflects filtering operations that help reducing the likelihood that distracter-related signals are feed-forward from lower ("sensory") areas to higher ("associative") brain regions [see also Huettel et al., 2001; Shulman et al., 2007] . Here we replicated these patterns of activation/deactivation and found a dissociation between the SMG and the AG, when the modeling of the trial included multiple trial phases (cf. Fig. 1B, and see below) . Unlike the AG, the SMG did not get deactivated significantly during search, x y z x y z 219 6 4.7 286 6 3.9 29 6 5.5 27 6 4.2 283 6 5.0 29 6 5.5
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r Ogawa and Macaluso r r 2242 r but instead showed a robust transient response when the target was detected. This fits with the proposal that the anterior part of the inferior parietal lobule engages when the participants detect a behaviorally relevant stimulus [Bledowski et al., 2004; Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Downar et al., 2001; Kiehl et al., 2001; Linden et al., 1999 ; see also Kubit and Jack, 2013 ; for a recent meta-analysis linking AG with re-orienting of attention and SMG with target detection]. Here we extend these previous data demonstrating the engagement of these activation/deactivation mechanisms during search and detection in complex naturalistic scenes. The null-finding concerning the viewing-condition and target-position in the dorsal and the ventral attention systems should be interpreted with caution. For instance other methods, such as multivariate analyses [e.g. Davis, et al., 2014; Jimura and Poldrack, 2012] , may enable revealing effects of viewing-condition and/or target-position in these frontoparietal regions. Moreover, we should note that-together with binocular disparity-the current stimuli (naturalistic pictures) included many other types of depth cues. For example, occlusions, perspective, relative size, and illumination can all provide the attention systems with information about the position of different objects in depth and, thus, contribute to the allocation of attention in 3D space. Indeed, previous fMRI studies that investigated depth perception [e.g., Shikata, et al., 2001; Taira, et al., 2001 ] and attention to depth information [Inui, et al., 2000] using only monocular cues, often reported activation of the posterior parietal cortex and the intraparietal sulcus. Here, monocular cues were present in both viewing-conditions (i.e., bmC and mC) and any effect associated with these types of depth cues would be cancelled when comparing the two viewing conditions. While not impacting on the level of activation of the fronto-parietal networks, binocular cues were found to affect the speed of the target detection (see Fig. 1C ), suggesting that these cues did nonetheless contribute to attention orienting. The result of the analyses of the fixation sequences revealed that the participants searched front locations first, progressively moving towards more distant objects, and this irrespective of viewing-condition (Fig. 1E) . Accordingly, we suggest that the binocular cues did not directly influence the overall search strategy but rather may have contributed to the processing / analysis of the incoming sensory signals (e.g., figure-ground segmentation).
Consistent with this proposal, our ROI analyses revealed an effect of both viewing-condition and target-position in the occipital visual cortex. Using a localizer scan, we specifically targeted the visual areas V3A and LOC, because previous studies highlighted the role of feature-selective visual areas during change detection tasks [e.g., Beck et al., 2001; Reddy et al., 2006; Schwarzkopf et al., 2010] . In the V3A, the ROI analyses confirmed an overall effect of search in bmC vs. mC, consistent with the whole brain results and previous data on the processing of binocular cues in dorsal occipital cortex [Brouwer et al. 2005; Neri et al., 2004; Tsao et al., 2003] . The activation of V3A during search was not significantly different from the activation during the postdetection phase of the trial (i.e., viewing-condition 3 trial-phase interaction: [bmC_Search-mC_Search] vs. [bmC_postDet-mC_post-Det]; data not shown). This indicates that the responses of V3A reflected primarily the processing of the binocular cues, rather than any interaction between the bottom-up sensory input and any top-down signal associated with the active search of the target. Nonetheless, previous studies showed that stereoscopic-viewing supports the segmentation of objects at different depths [Finlayson et al., 2013] , which can facilitate the representation and selection of objects in complex 3D scenes [Lee and Saunders, 2011; Valsecchi et al. 2013] . In turns, this bottom-up effect at the sensory level could be the basis for the enhanced change- Fig. 1C ). Segmentation-related processes may also underlie the effect of target-position ("front > back") that we found in the LOC during the detection phase of the trial. The LOC has been previously involved in the representation of contextual information about objects' position within complex scenes [cf. Preston et al., 2013] . Furthermore, the LOC can make use of disparity signals to represent the 3D shape of objects [Preston et al., 2008] , as well as processing disparity gradients that contribute to the recognition of 3D objects [Chandrasekaran et al., 2007; Cumming, 2002; Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2002] . Here, together with the fully significant effect of target-position, the right LOC also showed a marginal effect of "bmC > mC" (not significant after correction for multiple comparisons but observed both in the main and the control analyses; see Table IV) indicating a possible contribution of binocular signals also in the detection phase of the trial. The latter would be consistent with previous studies showing that targets including binocular disparity can facilitate visual search, over monocular cues only [Finlayson, et al., 2012] .
In the LOC, the most robust effect (cf., also "singlephase" control analyses, in Table IV ) concerned the targetposition during the detection phase of the trial, which is when the subjects became aware of the target identity. This is consistent with previous studies about the role of LOC in object recognition [Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Malach et al., 1995] . The result of current study does not allow deciding whether here the activation of LOC was a "cause" of the object-recognition or, rather, it was a "consequence" of the participants becoming aware of the presence of the target-object (e.g., Tsubomi et al., 2011; Vanni et al., 1996 ; see also Schwarzkopf et al., 2010, who showed that TMS over the lateral occipital cortex (area LO) decreased the number of false alarms in a change detection task, possibly implying a role of this region in object-representation rather than detection). Nonetheless, our current finding of a differential effect between foreground/background conditions suggests that it is unlikely that LOC activation here reflected a general (i.e., not "depth-specific") effect of target awareness.
Together with LOC, which was targeted here using a specific functional localizer scan, also a region in the transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) has been previously associated with scene perception and the object processing [Dilks, et al., 2013; Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004; Schwarzlose, et al., 2008] and might have responded differentially to foreground/background targets in the current study. Therefore, we also run additional tests targeting TOS with the same ROI approach used for V3A and LOC (left TOS: x, y, z 5 234, 287, 9, see TurkBrowne et al., 2012; right TOS: x, y, z 5 34, 287, 9; i.e. symmetric in the right hemisphere). These additional tests confirmed that TOS was indeed activated in the processing of the naturalistic scenes, but there was no significant difference between the experimental conditions (bmC/mC and F/B), neither in the search-phase nor in the detection-phase of the trial.
Thus, overall the ROI analyses indicated that binocular cues and object-segmentation jointly contributed to the enhanced detection of the foreground targets in 3D space, but did so in an additive, rather than interactive, manner (see also behavioral results) and via processing in different visual areas, i.e., V3A and LOC.
All our findings discussed above are based on data analyses that separated search and detection processes by modeling each experimental trial using multiple predictors (see Fig. 1B ). As noted in the method section, this entailed constructing different models to investigate the effects of target-position and viewing-condition during search and detection (Models A and B, cf. Table II ) and comparing trials with different durations across conditions (e.g., shorter search for front-vs. back-targets, see Fig. 1C ). This approach allowed us to take into account the individual performance on a trial-by-trial basis, using trail-specific search times for the fMRI modeling. While the use of variable-duration modeling has been shown to be appropriate for the analyses of imaging data [e.g., Grinband, et al., 2008; Helfinstein, et al., 2014] , it might be argued that the differences of durations could have affected our results. Accordingly, we carried out additional control analyses modeling each trial with a single predictor and directly compared different trial-types, now all with the same fixed 6-s duration (cf. Model C, in Table I ). The results of these control analyses confirmed all our main results, both at the whole-brain level (see fronto-parietal networks, in Supporting Information Fig. S1 ) and in the prespecified visual ROIs (V3A and LOC, see Supporting Information Fig. S2 and Table IV ). This demonstrated that the results of the variable-durations modeling did not arise merely because of some unwanted confound (e.g., comparisons between conditions with different durations, or unexplained variance in one or the other multiple-phases model). Moreover, it should be noticed that the single phase approach did not allow distinguishing between detection-related effects in the SMG vs. search-related deactivation in the AG (see Fig. 2B ,C, and compare with Supporting Information Fig. S1B ; see also discussion above).
In summary, we found that both target position in depth and binocular depth cues contributed to change-detection within naturalistic scenes. Behaviorally, participants were faster to detect changes in the foreground than in the background and when the visual input included binocular cues. However, the two factors did not interact, suggesting additive mechanisms. The imaging results associated the effects of binocular viewing and of foreground target position with activity in the visual cortex. The two factors influenced activity in separate brain regions, with bmC viewing activating area V3A during search and the detection of targets in the foreground activating area LOC. We suggest that these areas contribute to change-detection performance primarily via by bottom-up processes, including binocular representations in the V3A and object r Ogawa and Macaluso r r 2244 r segmentation in the LOC. By contrast, target position and binocular cues did not affect activity in higher order frontoparietal attention-controlling networks. Active search activated the dorsal attention network (FEF and IPS) and deactivated the AG, while target detection activated the SMG in the ventral attention system. We conclude that bottom-up processing within sensory regions, rather than strategic control in fronto-parietal attention networks, mediates the influence of target-position and binocular-cues during search and detection in 3D real-world scenes.
